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Abstract
Let S‚
4
(Z) be the group of four by four integral matrices with determinant one. This group acts upon the
top homology of the spherical Tits building of S‚
4
over Q, i.e. the Steinberg module St
4
(see below, 1.2). The
goal of this note is to prove the following:
Theorem 1. „he ,rst homology group H
1
(S‚
4
(Z), St
4
) is a ,nite group of order a power of 2.
This result was proved 18 years ago (SouleH , The`se, University of Paris VII, 1979). At the time, I deduced
from it that K
4
(Z) is the direct sum of a "nite 2-group and 0 or Z/3. Rognes uses Theorem 1 in his proof that
K
4
(Z) vanishes (J. Rognes, K
4
(Z) is the trivial group, Preprint, 1998). ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Voronoi:s reduction theory
1.1. Let n*2 be an integer, let <
n
be the vector space of n by n real symmetric matrices, and let
C
n
L<
n
be the open cone of all positive-de"nite symmetric matrices. The group R
`
of positive real
numbers acts on C
n
by multiplication, and the quotient X
n
"C
n
/R
`
is the symmetric space of
S‚
n
(R).
A matrix A in<
n
is said to have rational nullspace when the nullspace Ker(A) of the bilinear form
de"ned by A is spanned by vectors in QnLRn. We let C*
n
be the subset of <
n
consisting of all
nonzero positive semi-de"nite symmetric matrices with rational nullspace, let X*
n
"C*
n
/R
`
and let
n : C*
n
PX*
n
be the projection map.
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The group G‚
n
(Z) acts upon C*
n
on the right by the formula
A ) g"gtAg, g3G‚
n
(Z), A3C*
n
and C
n
is invariant under this action.
Given A in C
n
we let k (A) be the minimum value of the number btAb where b ranges over all
nonzero vectors in the lattice ‚"ZnLRn, and m(A) be the ("nite) set of vectors b3‚!M0N such
that btAb"k(A), i.e. the set of minimal vectors.
De5nition. A form A3C
n
is called perfect if k(A)"1 and, for any B in C
n
such that k(B)"1, the
equality of sets m(B)"m(A) implies B"A.
Any vector b in ‚!M0N determines a form bK "bbt in C*
n
. Given any "nite subset BL‚!M0N,
the convex hull of B is the image by n of the subset
G+
j
j
j
bK
j
: b
j
3B, j
j
*0H
of C*
n
. When A is a perfect form, we let p(A)LX*
n
be the convex hull of its set m (A) of minimal
vectors.
According to Voronoi [1], the cells p (A) and their intersections, when A runs over all perfect
forms, de"ne a cell decomposition of X*
n
, invariant under G‚
n
(Z). We equip X*
n
with the
corresponding C=-topology. There are only "nitely many perfect forms modulo the action of
S‚
n
(Z) [1], therefore the quotient space >*
n
"X*
n
/S‚
n
(Z) is a "nite C=-complex. We let
>
n
"X
n
/S‚
n
(Z) and L>
n
">*
n
!>
n
.
1.2. Let „
n
be the spherical Tits building of S‚
n
over Q, i.e. the simplicial set de"ned by the ordered
set of nonzero proper vector subspace of Qn. The reduced homology of „
n
with integral coe$cients
is given by
HI
q
(„
n
)"G
St
n
0
if q"n!2,
otherwise,
(1)
where St
n
is the Steinberg module of S‚
n,Q
[2]. Let H
q
(X*
n
, LX*
n
) be the relative homology groups of
the pair (X*
n
, LX*
n
) with integral coe$cients.
Proposition 1. For every q*0, there is a canonical isomorphism of S‚
n
(Z)-modules
H
q
(X*
n
, LX*
n
)"G
St
n
0
if q"n!1,
otherwise.
Proof. For any proper subspaces <LQn we let C(<) be the set of matrices A3C*
n
such that
<?Q R is the nullspace of A and X(<)"C(<)/R`. For instance X(0)"Xn .
The closure C (<) of C (<) in C*
n
for the topology induced from<
n
} which we shall call the &&usual
topology'' } consists of those matrices A3C*
n
the nullspace of which contains <. Let
X(<)"C (<)/R
`
. This is a sub-C=-complex of X*
n
: for any perfect form A, p (A)WX(<) is the
convex hull of the intersection of m (A) with<M, where<MLQn is the orthogonal complement to<.
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Clearly X(<)WX(=)"X(<W=). Therefore, the nerve of the covering of LX*
n
by its subcom-
plexes X(<), <O0, <OQn, is the spherical Tits building „
n
.
Lemma 1 below and a standard argument then prove that, when q*1, there are canonical
equivariant isomorphisms
H
q
(X*
n
, LX*
n
)KHI
q~1
(LX*
n
)KHI
q~1
(„
n
),
so that Proposition 1 follows from (1).
Lemma 1. For any proper subspace <LQn, the C=-complex X(<) is contractible.
Proof. Since any "nite polyhedron has a triangulation, we may subdivide the cell decomposition of
X(<) to make it simplicial. It is then clear that, with their C=-topology, X(<) and X(<) have the
same homotopy type. On the other hand, since X(<) is convex it is contractible for the usual
topology, so that it will be enough to show that both topologies coincide on X(<) (this is not true in
general for X(<)). For this it is enough to show that the covering of X(<) by its closed subsets
p(A)WX (<), A perfect, is locally "nite in the usual topology (see [3] Introduction 2.4, and
Chapter 6, 6.3).
Given any form A3C*
n
, let AM be its restriction to the real span <MR of <M. The map A>AM
induces an isomorphism between X (<) and the symmetric space of Aut(<MR). Given g3G‚n(Z), the
set X(<) ) gWX(<) is not empty i+ g (<)"< (since Ker(A ) g)"g(Ker(A))). Let PLG‚
n
(Z) be the
stabilizer of< and a : PPC"Aut(<MW‚) be the projection map. The family of cells p (A)WX(<) is
"nite modulo the action of C. Indeed if both p (A)WX(<) and p (A) ) gWX(<) are not empty we have
g3P, hence
p(A) ) gWX(<)" (p (A)WX(<)) ) a(g).
On the other hand, given any point x in the symmetric X(<) we may "nd an open neighborhood
; of x which is contained in a Siegel S (de"ned as in [4] 4.1). Ash has shown that any cell
p(A)WX (<) is contained in a Siegel set S@ ([4], 4.3, Theorem 1). Therefore, if ; meets
(p(A)WX(<)) ) g, g3C, it must be the case that S meets S@ ) g. But there are only "nitely many such
g, [4] 4.3.
We conclude that only "nitely many cells meet ;, and the lemma is proved. K
2. A spectral sequence
2.1. Let>LX be a pair of "nite-dimensional C=-complexes, and let G be a discrete group acting
from the right on (X, >) and permuting the cells. If EGPBG is the universal principal G-bundle,
and if X]
G
EG is the quotient of X]EG by the diagonal action of G, the equivariant homology of
(X, >) (with integral coe$cients) is de"ned to be
HG
q
(X, >)"H
q
(X]
G
EG, >]
G
EG).
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The Leray spectral sequence of the projection from X]
G
EG and >]
G
EG onto BG gives rise to
a spectral sequence
E2
pq
"H
p
(G, H
q
(X, >))NHG
p`q
(X, >) (2)
computing the equivariant homology.
On the other hand, we may "lter X by the subcomplexes K
p
, p*0, which are the union of
> with the p-skeleton of X; we let K
~1
">. This gives another spectral sequence
E1
pq
"HG
p`q
(K
p
, K
p~1
)NHG
p`q
(X, >).
We wish to compute E1
pq
and the boundary map d1.
For any p*0, let &
p
be a set of representatives of the G-orbits of p-cells in K
p
!K
p~1
. When
p3&
p
, we let Gp be a stabilizer of p in G, and we let Zp be the Gp-module of orientations of p
(isomorphic to Z as an abelian group).
Let p3&
p
and q3&
p~1
. Assume there exists an element g3G and a (p!1)-cell q@ lying in the
boundary of p such that q ) g~1"q@. The group H"GpWGq{ has "nite index in Gp and the natural
map ZpPZq{ is a map of H-modules. We may therefore consider the transfer map
H
q
(Gp , Zp)PHq(H, Zp),
the corestriction
H
q
(H, Zp)PHq (Gq{, Zq{)
and the isomorphism
g
*
: H
q
(Gq{ , Zq{)PHq (Gq , Zq).
Let Lpq{ be their composite. Choose a set of representativesFp,q for the Gp- orbits of (p!1)-cells q@
lying in the boundary of p that are G-equivalent to q. Finally, let
dpq" +
q{ |Fp, q
Lpq{.
2.2. The following result is due to Brown
Proposition 2. „here are natural isomorphisms
E1
pq
"=
p|&p
H
q
(Gp , Zp)
such that the boundary map
d1 : E1
pq
PE1
p~1,q
can be written
d1" +
p|&pq |&p~1
dpq .
Proof. See [5], VII, Prop. (8.1). It is assumed in loc. cit. that > is empty, but the general case is
similar. K
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3. Computations
3.1. We apply Proposition 2 to the group G"S‚
n
(Z) acting on the pair of C=-complexes
(X*
n
, LX*
n
). We get a spectral sequence
E1
pq
"=
p|&p
H
q
(Gp , Zp)NHGp`q(X*n , LX*n ).
Using (1), (2) and Proposition 1, we also know that
HG
p`q
(X*
n
, LX*
n
)"H
p`q~n`1
(G, H
n~1
(X*
n
, LX*
n
))
"H
p`q~n`1
(G, St
n
).
In the case n"4, Lee and Szczarba gave in [6], Lemma 3.2, a complete list of the cells in X*
4
modulo the action of S‚
4
(Z). In particular, when p(3, all these cells lie in LX*
n
, so that &
p
is empty.
Since we are interested in computing H
1
(S‚
4
(Z), St
4
), we must have p#q!n#1"1, i.e.
p#q"4, and only E1
3,1
and E1
4,0
could be non-zero on this diagonal of the spectral sequence.
Let S be the Serre class of "nite abelian groups of order a power of 2. It is shown in [6,
Proposition 3.1], that E2
4,0
lies in S. Therefore, it will be enough to show that
E2
3,1
"coker(E1
4,1
Pd1 E1
3,1
)
lies in S.
3.2. In the list of [6], Lemma 3.2, the only 3-dimensional cell not lying in LX*
4
is p3
3
, the convex hull
of the vectors e
1
, e
2
, e
3
, e
4
, the standard basis of R4. Clearly, when q"p3
3
, the stabilizer Gq is the set
of monomial matrices in S‚
4
(Z), i.e. the semi-direct product of the permutation group S
4
of four
elements with (Z/2)3. The module Zq is Z endowed with the action of the signature e : S4P$1. Let
A
4
be the kernel of e. Modulo S we have
Z[S
4
/A
4
]"Z=Zq
and H
1
(S
4
, Z)"0. Therefore, by Shapiro's lemma, again modulo S,
H
1
(Gq , Zq)"H1 (S4 , Zq)
"H
1
(S
4
, Z[S
4
/A
4
])
"H
1
(A
4
, Z)"Z/3,
since A
4
has order 12 and maps surjectively onto Z/3.
Consider the cell p"p4
3
in the list of [6, Lemma 3.2]. After a simple change of coordinates, p is
the convex hull of e
1
, e
2
, e
3
, e
4
, e
1
!e
2
!e
3
. Its stabilizer Gp must therefore "x e4 (up to sign) and
permute the other vertices, since these happen to lie in a plane. Clearly Gp contains all permutations
of these four vectors. It follows that
H
1
(Gp , Zp)"H1(A4 , Z)"Z/3
modulo S.
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There are four faces of p equivalent to q. They are obtained by deleting a vertex di!erent from e’
4
(the other face of p is obtained by deleting e’
4
and it lies in the boundary of X*
4
). Since Gp acts
transitively on these, we may choose, using the notation in Section 2.1, Fpq"MqN.
For any q*0, we claim that the map
dpq"Lpq : Hq (Gp , Zp)PHq(Gq , Zq)
is an isomorphism moduloS. Indeed, the intersection H"GpWGq is the permutation group of e1,
e
2
, e
3
(and changes of signs). Using Proposition 2, and the previous discussion, our assertion
follows from the following
Lemma 2. ‚et A
3
LA
4
be the natural inclusion and q*0 be an integer. „hen both the transfer map
H
q
(A
4
, Z)PH
q
(A
3
, Z)
and the corestriction
H
q
(A
3
, Z)PH
q
(A
4
, Z)
are isomorphisms modulo S.
Proof. Since A
3
"Z/3 is the 3-Sylow subgroup of A
4
, and since it is equal to its own normalizer,
the lemma follows from [7, Theorem 10.1]. K
We can now conclude that E2
31
, hence also H
1
(S‚
4
(Z), St
4
), lies in S. This proves Theorem 1.
3.3. In [8], the vanishing of H
1
(S‚
4
(Z), St
4
), together with an exact sequence of Quillen [9,
Theorem 3], were shown to imply that, modulo S, K
4
(Z) is either 0 or Z/3.
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